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Abstract—Nonlinear internal waves in shallow water have been
shown to be effective ducts of acoustic energy, through theory,
numerical modeling, and experiment. To date, most work on such
ducting has concentrated on rectilinear internal wave ducts or
those with very slight curvature. In this paper, we examine the
acoustic effects of significant curvature of these internal waves.
(By significant curvature, we mean lateral deviation of the in-
ternal wave duct by more than half the spacing between internal
waves over an acoustic path, giving a transition from ducting to
antiducting.) We develop basic analytical models of these effects,
employ fully 3-D numerical models of sound propagation and
scattering, and examine simultaneous acoustical and oceano-
graphic data from the 2006 Shallow Water Experiment (SW06).
It will be seen that the effects of curvature should be evident in
the mode amplitudes and arrival angles, and that observations are
consistent with curvature, though with some possible ambiguity
with other scattering mechanisms.
Index Terms—Horizontal acoustic ducting, horizontal acoustic
refraction, reflection, and dispersion, horizontal acoustic shad-
owing, shallow-water acoustics, 3-D acoustics, curved nonlinear
internal waves.
I. INTRODUCTION
N ONLINEAR internal waves are common in the shallowwaters of continental shelves and in adjacent seas, and
have been shown to have strong effects on acoustic propa-
gation and scattering. An early study in the Yellow Sea [1]
showed a strong absorption of low-frequency (50–1000 Hz)
sound due to scattering by internal wave packets, and this
work was the impetus for many later studies. In the 1995
Shallow Water Acoustics in a Random Medium (SWARM) ex-
periment [2], strong mode coupling occurring with across-in-
ternal-wave propagation geometry was emphasized, with the
main acoustic tracks being directed across shelf. However,
also as part of SWARM, Badiey et al. [3] performed transmis-
sions in an along-shelf (and thus along the nonlinear internal
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wavefronts) geometry. They observed a very strong ducting of
low-frequency (roughly 50–500 Hz) sound between nonlinear
internal waves. This effect had been predicted by computer
modeling [4] and normal mode theory [5], but not previously
observed. A strong and acoustically important ducting effect
of order 6–10 dB was observed. The ducting and lateral mode
scattering due to curved internal waves, previously examined
for straight internal waves, will be the main topics of this
paper.
In this paper, the acoustic effects of curved internal waves
will be examined using theory, numerical modeling, and ex-
perimental data. Specifically, we will be looking at: ducting of
sound through curved internal wave ducts, dispersive refraction
of sound out of such curved ducts, and reflection and refraction
of energy for sound sources external to such ducts. To do this, we
will provide some basic analytic expressions which can readily
show the physics, dependence on system parameters, and prop-
agation effects. These expressions also allow “back of the en-
velope” estimates of acoustic field effects. With this founda-
tion in place, results from more complicated calculations can be
more systematically examined, namely, from fully three-dimen-
sional (3-D) numerical simulation of propagation in and through
curved internal waves. Finally, we will look at data from the
2006 Shallow Water Experiment (SW06) [6], which can shed
some light on the topics we discuss here. SW06 was not specif-
ically designed to address these issues and does not provide a
definitive data set. However, features in the arrival angles and
intensities consistent with the effects considered here appear in
the data.
Our paper is organized as follows. Following this Introduc-
tion, we present in Section II our measurements of wavefront
curvature from SW06, taking this to be a “not atypical” con-
tinental shelf environment for nonlinear internal waves. In
Section III, we present some basic theory for how low-fre-
quency acoustic ducting, reflection, refraction, and dispersion
by curved nonlinear internal waves works, using the Wein-
berg–Burridge [7] formalism as a framework. In Section IV,
we present computer modeling results, which give a visual
and easy to comprehend depiction of the physical processes.
In Section V, we present SW06 data showing just how large
this effect is for one particular geometry, frequency, and set of
internal wave field realizations using arrival angle fluctuations
as the variable of interest. In Section VI, we present our con-
clusions and recommendations for future work.
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Fig. 1. SAR image of curved nonlinear internal waves in the SW06 experi-
mental area. Range from the University of Miami acoustic source (MSM) to the
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (WHOI) array is 19.7 km, and orienta-
tion is along shelf.
II. MEASUREMENTS OF INTERNAL WAVE CURVATURE
To date, most of the acoustic propagation studies of internal
waves have used straight line internal wavefronts for indi-
vidual waves or packets. (Notable exceptions are the works by
Katznelson and Pereselkov [5] and Duda et al. [8].) However,
while nearly linear wavefronts have been observed and make
sense due to generation at linear shelfbreaks, reasonably curved
internal wavefronts are just as commonly observed. This is il-
lustrated using satellite synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images.
Fig. 1 shows typical curved wavefronts from a SAR image from
SW06. A curved wavefront can arise from wave generation at
a strong bathymetric “point feature” (compared to the internal
tide wavelength of 10–40 km) such as a submarine canyon
like Hudson Canyon, or it can be produced by horizontally
varying bathymetry or by flow features (current shear and/or
buoyancy frequency variations) refracting an initially plane
wave.
Curved wavefronts can be modeled as circular arcs, and
that technique is used in this paper, which is focused on
understanding the physical effects on acoustics of curved,
nonlinear internal waves, rather than providing a detailed
numerical/oceanographic model of such waves. We will take
the local wavefront curvature to be consistent with field obser-
vations, both from SAR and in situ observations (see [9] for in
situ data discussions).
When looking at the SAR images of nonlinear internal wave
surface effects, one can employ image processing schemes of
varying degrees of complexity. As an example, to identify and
map the waves on the surface, Boughan and Siegmann [10] have
used fingerprint recognition methodology with reasonable suc-
cess. Gradient sensing (edge detection) algorithms also have
some success in this mapping task (e.g., standard commercial
Fig. 2. Curved internal wave train significant wavefronts seen in SW06, from
one SAR image (i.e., a “realization”). Fitted circular arcs are shown. Center
points of the fitted circles are also shown .
signal processing software). However, the most sensitive and
discriminating sensor to map these waves may be the trained
human eye, which detects low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) sig-
nals well and also recognizes patterns versus clutter better. This
point can certainly be argued, but we will take the pragmatic
view that for the small number of images that we have avail-
able to process (order 10), visual processing on image features
is both robust and economical. This approach also can be argued
to be subjective—to minimize this, we had several independent
observers cross check the imaging results for consistency.
The results of fitting circular curves to prominent and/or sig-
nificant internal waves in a typical SAR image from SW06 are
shown in Fig. 2. In this figure, a number of arcs of various
lengths and radii of curvature can be seen. Three things are
of first-order interest to us in this picture: 1) the distribution
of arc lengths, 2) the distribution of radii of curvature, and 3)
the seemingly spatially random distribution of the circle cen-
ters. The distribution of radii of curvature, which is most im-
portant to this paper as input to the acoustics, shows the forms
seen in Fig. 3(a) and (b). We see that these distributions of radii
peak at 20–25 km, which intriguingly is the along-shelf cor-
relation scale for the density and current field, and may indi-
cate some of the underlying mechanisms for the curvature (as
will be discussed). We note that the distribution for the leading
waves of packets [Fig. 3(b)] tends towards a somewhat larger ra-
dius of curvature than a more inclusive distribution [Fig. 3(a)],
which may reflect the nonlinear “healing or conjoining” of inter-
secting and nonlinearly interacting waves, as well as the simple
“distance from the source” effect. The distribution of arc lengths
[Fig. 3(c)] is similarly peaked at 20–25 km, which tells us how
long the ducted acoustic track can be. The spatial distribution of
where the centers of the arc lie should eventually tell us about
the source distribution for the curvature. As mentioned before,
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Fig. 3. (a) and (b) Distribution of radii of curvature from a SAR image, like the one shown in Fig. 2. (c) Arc lengths of the leading waves.
Fig. 4. Curved internal wavefront directionality from SAR images.
this can be due to several effects, and will be looked at in the
near future.
Another quantity of interest is the directional spectrum of the
nonlinear internal waves, shown in Fig. 4. This figure shows
that the waves travel primarily in the 290 direction relative
to true north, but also have a spread of about 30 to either
side. This is due to both the curvature and the primary direc-
tion of the wave trains. This spread also indicates the probability
of a unidirectional, along-shelf acoustic track encountering the
internal waves at an angle, which can lead to mode coupling
effects.
Although the radii of curvature, arc lengths, and somewhat
scattered locations of the curvature centers given by the SAR
images provide sufficient information for a theoretical acoustics
study, there is also the aspect of predicting these numbers from
physical oceanographic models. Currently, primitive-equation
hydrostatic regional ocean models work routinely at space
and time scales of a few kilometers - resolution and 12.4
h (M2 tide) time scales, but not at the 10-m and 30-s time
scales needed for nonlinear internal waves with nonhydrostatic
dynamics. Three-dimensional high-resolution nonhydrostatic
models have been developed but are not in routine use for
internal wave studies [11], [12]. A “nested internal wave
model” superimposed on a mesoscale model is currently close
to the state-of-the-art and feasible to do. However, if refrac-
tion by mesoscale eddies and generation of curved waves by
irregular features (e.g., canyons) near the shelfbreak are the
prime sources of the curved internal waves we see, then we can
perhaps predict the curvature quantities presented above simply
with mesoscale oceanography models, reasonable bathymetry
maps, and relatively simple refraction/scattering physics. This
approach is currently being pursued [13].
III. THEORETICAL STUDY
In this section, we wish to provide some analytic expressions
which show the physics of the ducting, reflection, refraction, and
dispersion of sound by curved nonlinear internal waves. Specif-
ically, the derived expressions show the dependence on sonar
system and environmental parameters, and predict intensity and
arrival angle variations. We start from the Weinberg–Burridge
“horizontal rays and vertical modes” picture which can accom-
modate 3-D adiabatic modes and even some coupled mode ef-
fects, when used properly.
A side view of the environment to be used with this model is
shown in Fig. 5. Far away from the internal waves there is an
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Fig. 5. Background state (state 0) and two perturbation states.
Fig. 6. Useful acoustic source geometries to consider relative to a curved in-
ternal wave train.
isospeed background state with sound speed , depth , and
with modal wave numbers . Between two internal waves is
perturbation state 1, where a near-surface upper layer of height
having higher sound speed exists, with upper layer speed
. In this region, the mode wave numbers are denoted .
Inside the internal wave is found perturbation state 2, where the
upper layer of elevated sound speed extends to depth and
mode wave numbers are denoted . Note that a duct forms
between internal waves (state 1 bounded by state 2 on either
side).
Fig. 6 is a plan view of possible source positions relative to
a curved (circular) internal wave train. There are three distinct
geometries to consider: A) a source within the internal wave
train, B) a source on the exterior of the circular wavefronts, and
C) a source interior to the internal wavefronts. We consider each
of these cases.
A. Critical Angle Estimation
In this section, an expression for the critical angle within an
internal wave duct will be derived in terms of the internal wave
parameters. Local eigenvalues can be computed numerically
and used to study ducting directly, but the goal here is to show
how the internal-wave parameters govern the ducting process.
Perturbation theory will be used to derive an expression gov-
erning the total internal reflection within internal wave ducts.
Internal wave ducts will be approximated as square waves, for
theoretical convenience. However, this simplification still rep-
resents the ducting effects of the waves well.
The chosen Weinberg–Burridge (or “ray mode” for short-
hand) approach is initiated by calculating the local vertical mode
eigenvalues for the 3-D volume to be considered on a well sam-
pled - grid, producing for a given source angular
frequency . One then interpolates the eigenvalues on this -
grid for each mode (at the given ). Doing this, one creates a
horizontal index of refraction field that will determine the hor-
izontal trajectories for each vertical mode , using the simple
relation . Here we choose the refer-
ence point (origin) to be the point with the smallest
eigenvalue magnitude, so that .
Snell’s law, written in terms of grazing angle with respect to
the horizontal boundary of an internal wave duct, is
for vertical mode number . Disregarding tunneling
effects [14], the critical angle for trapping a mode within an
internal wave duct is given by
(1)
To complete the task of expressing the critical angle in terms
of the parameters of depth, internal wave height, and so on,
we use perturbation theory. Since we are mainly interested in
modeling oceanographic effects due to internal waves, we can
take the bottom to be a rigid boundary for sim-
plicity. (That is not to say that the bottom properties do not affect
this problem—they do [15], [16]. However, we will ignore that
added complication here.)
Away from the internal waves, the rigid bottom model back-
ground-state eigenvalues are found via
(2a)
and
(2b)
where is the vertical mode eigenvalue/wave number and
. The vertical mode functions for this model are si-
nusoids, i.e.,
(2c)
It is the difference between these sinusoids and the mode func-
tions for a more realistic stratified ocean and seabed that actu-
ally represent the biggest limitation for our model. In a more
realistic ocean, the low modes are pushed down from the mixed
layer and the internal waves more than this background model
permits. However, this affects the excitation of the modes far
more than their horizontal trapping, so it is not a major concern
in our treatment here.
To treat the mixed layer (state 1) and internal wave (state 2)
situations, we use the well-known perturbation forms [17] to
find the mode wave numbers
(3)
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namely, for state 1
(4a)
(4b)
where is angular frequency. In (4a) and (4b), is the
background sound-speed profile (which is isospeed in this case).
State 2 produces similar expressions.
Inserting the mode shapes into (4a) and noting that the inte-
gration range can be changed because is zero in the lower
layer, one can write
(5)
The sine squared integral is an elementary one, giving (de-
noting the integral by )
(6)
where the function is defined as .
In the high-mode limit, as increases and so does the argu-
ment of the function, the second term becomes small with
respect to the first, giving the form
(7)
As an example of where the high-mode number approximation
is valid, when the value of the function in (6) is less than
, we can neglect its contribution to the integral . This cri-
terion can be shown to be equivalent to , where is
the mode number. In this level of approximation, the eigenvalue
perturbations are
(8)
A procedure identical to that used to derive (8) can be used to
find the eigenvalue perturbations for state 2, in the internal wave
of depression
(9)
Note that although the exact form of the integral is
generally a better approximation to use, the high-mode
number approximation shows very clearly the mode number,
frequency, layer thickness, and sound-speed perturbation con-
tribution to the wave number perturbation and thus the internal
wave induced index of refraction change in the adiabatic mode
model.
Fig. 7. Critical grazing angle versus mode number and frequency for an ideal-
ized internal wave based on the real SW06 internal waves.
Combining (1), (2a), (3), (8), and (9) yields for critical
grazing angles
(10)
The above formula shows the limit of no trapping by internal
waves (critical grazing angle of 0 ), when . When
these two dimensions differ, modes having supercritical inci-
dence angle will be trapped. Modes with subcritical incidence
angle will dispersively refract as they exit the duct.
The equation for can be evaluated for waveguide param-
eters based on SW06 data. We take 15 m, 25 m,
80 m, 1520 m/s, 40 m/s, 100, 200, and
400 Hz, which results in the critical angle curves seen in Fig. 7.
In this figure, a number of interesting features can be observed.
First, one sees that the critical angles range from about 4.65 to
5.2 , with mode 1 for all frequencies being at the minimum of
4.65 . Second, we see that the curves are all parabolae, in ac-
cordance with (10). Third, we see that as frequency increases,
the curves flatten, and will reach a high-frequency asymptote
of 4.65 , which is the ray theory limit. Calculations using real
SW06 internal wave and waveguide environmental parameters
give critical angles close to those seen in Fig. 7, except for some
minor differences due to the penetrable bottom.
B. A Source Within the Internal Wave Train
Having created a useful, horizontal index of refraction field
for each mode, we can now turn our attention to the hori-
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Fig. 8. Geometry of a low-speed duct between two internal waves. Limiting
chords for modal-ray propagation are shown.
zontal propagation and scattering effects that are the main focus
of the paper.
The point of this section is to determine limitations on curved
wave duct width and radius of curvature which must be
satisfied for two types of ducting. One type is full ducting, where
horizontal modes of the duct interact strongly with both internal
wave “walls,” and the other is equivalent to repeated reflection
on the exterior (concave) wall. These would be called potential
well and whispering gallery effects in physics parlance.
Total internal reflection and leakage of modes in a curved
waveguide have been studied extensively in terms of optics
(light pipes) and microwave ducts, among other fields [18].
Our treatment here will obviously bear some similarities to
these analogous physical systems, as well as some differences
due to the specific nature of the ocean acoustic waveguide.
To understand the basic physics of a sound source within
an internal wave train, consider a single duct, which might
be formed by, e.g., the leading edge or strongest wave of an
internal wave train and its nearest neighbor. A source in a
canonical horizontal duct of this type, where the square-well
internal wave approximation is used, is shown in Fig. 8. This
figure defines a few parameters that are needed for the analysis.
is the length of a line segment (ray) that is tangent to the
inner wall and reflects off the outer wall. is the length of a
ray that reflects off the outer wall at a critical angle while being
emitted at the inner wall at the same angle . is the arc
length of the mode-cycle distance for horizontal ducted mode
of vertical mode . is the radian arc length associated with
.
Since internal wave trains have across train extent
100–400 m for both the depression-type internal waves and the
low-sound-speed (acoustic duct) regions between them, which
is many acoustic wavelengths for frequencies above about 50
Hz, it is reasonable to use the square-well approximation. In
this approximation, one assumes infinite width of the bounding
internal waves. This is allowable if tunneling is small. This
method also treats refractive transmission correctly. Internal
waves are also slowly varying in sound speed over their di-
mensions (except at boundaries, which we treat explicitly by
transmission/reflection coefficients), so that our square-well
model and horizontal ray theory are also consistent.
The first effect of note due to the curvature of the waveguide
is on the angle of reflection off the boundaries of the wave-
guide. For an infinitely thin waveguide, and there is no
local curvature effect, as can be seen examining Fig. 8. How-
ever, for finite , the waveguide exhibits a curve over a hor-
izontal ray/mode cycle distance , where is the vertical
mode index, and is the horizontal mode index. Note that the
horizontal mode cycle distance is defined by the interference of
two adjacent horizontal modes ( and ). The arc length
(in radians) over half a cycle distance (the distance from hitting
one wall and going to the opposite one) can be estimated with
midpoint and small-curvature approximations, and is found to
be
(11)
can be computed from knowledge of the (straight wave-
guide) horizontal modes via , which re-
lates directly to the horizontal mode angle . This mode
angle can be computed for our model using an eigenvalue equa-
tion directly analogous to the Pekeris waveguide equation. How-
ever, we can replace the calculation by its bounding limits
by considering chords at and . These represent the cycle
distance limits for the horizontal modes formed from the sound
energy bouncing between the internal wave walls (“bouncing”
modes). Note that there should also be horizontal modes of a
true “whispering gallery” type (i.e., only reflecting off the exte-
rior wall), as will be discussed. The results of using these limits
are shown in
(12a)
(12b)
and , where can be calculated from
Snell’s law, as discussed previously, and shown explicitly in
(10). Substituting (12a) in (11) gives the limits for
(13)
which is an explicit formulation for the limits of the angle of in-
ternal wave curvature over half a cycle distance of the bouncing
horizontal modes. The detailed sound-speed profile and internal
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wave structures play a role in these limits because is a func-
tion of the critical angle. Also, it can be shown that for higher
vertical modes the lower bound is smaller, which implies a better
ducting condition.
Let us further discuss the transition of the ducting physics
from straight internal waves to curved internal waves. First, we
note that in some cases (the bouncing mode cases), averaged
over a cycle distance, the modal energy will hit the interior wall
of the curved duct at a lower angle than the exte-
rior wall, which is at , where is the horizontal
mode angle obtained from a straight duct. This is a “falling away
horizon” (interior wall) versus an “approaching horizon” (exte-
rior wall) curvature effect. Thus, losses should occur preferen-
tially at the exterior side of the curved duct. Moreover, all of
the bouncing modes should have incoming grazing angles of
or below at the exterior side of the curved duct.
Sound that is subcritical and reflects at the interior wall of the
duct may be supercritical on the outer wall of the wave duct be-
cause of this restriction. Some energy will escape via dispersive
transmission, with the angle of escape depending on the mode
numbers ( and ) and the frequency . This effect will be
demonstrated later with a computational result. Also note that
the forms described above can also be used to identify the en-
ergy carrying horizontal rays that such a 3-D parabolic acoustic
wave equation (PE) produces.
In the whispering gallery mode situation, the modal energy
will hit the exterior wall at on average over a cycle
distance. From Fig. 8, it is clear that if this angle is smaller than
the tangent angle , at which the reflected
sound from the outer wall will just graze the inner wall, one
can see a horizontal mode/ray reflecting only from the outer
boundary, which leads to the classic whispering gallery effect
and its modes.
C. A Source Exterior to Curved Internal Wave Train
Whereas the case of a source within a curved internal wave
duct can produce some interesting light pipe and chromatic dis-
persion effects [18], a source exterior to a curved internal wave
train can see some equally interesting horizontal shadow zone
and caustic effects. The shadow zone arises because the cir-
cular internal wavefront is not transparent to sound below crit-
ical grazing angle. The caustic is associated with the edge of the
shadow zone.
To examine this case, consider the geometry depicted in
Fig. 9. Here, is the radius of the circular internal wave train,
is the distance from the source to a given point on the
internal wavefront, and is the closest point of approach
(closest distance) from the source to the circular internal wave
train. In terms of angles, is the horizontal launch angle of
the sound relative to the axis between the original circle and
the source, is the angle between the radius to the point on
the curve of interest and the source/circle origin axis, and
is the grazing angle of the sound with the internal wave train
surface, the quantity of prime interest here. Application of the
law of sines gives us
(14)
Fig. 9. Example of how “falling away horizon” gives critical angle before the
tangent point, and thus a shadow region behind the internal wave.
This can be solved to give
(15)
Past critical grazing angle out to the angles where the ray hits
the tangent of the circle, there is an acoustic shadow. The latter
(tangent) angle is given by
(16)
There will be a shadow beyond the internal wave along
extensions of the rays that strike the wave duct such that
. The interest here is not just that there is
critical angle shadowing, which we would get with a straight
line internal wavefront as well, but since the “horizon is falling
away” due to the internal wavefront curvature, one sees a
shadow at a much lower than one would for the straight
line front case. This also reduces the distance that is required
between the source and the internal wave for shadowing to
occur, which means less energy lost in transit, making shad-
owing more important. Again, we note that can easily be
determined given the forms we have derived above.
D. A Source Interior to Curved Internal Wave Train
Looking at Fig. 10, we see that the law of sines and standard
triangle identities can be used exactly as in Section VI, so as to
give
(17)
Thus, we obtain
(18)
Equation (18) is the same as (15), only with a sign change for
(which is now negative, as it is inside the circle).
In this case, there is a concave horizon (approaching) and
it is difficult to attain critical grazing angle (impossible when
). Thus, sources inside the internal wave are less
likely to see any critical angle shadowing effects.
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Fig. 10. Source interior to internal wave train.
E. Energetics
From our theoretical analysis, we can conclude that modes
can both duct and be bent appreciably in the horizontal. But
what do we expect to see in real data? To partially answer that
question, we will look briefly at the energetics of the ducted and
leaked beams using a sonar equation/geometric approach first
used by Lynch et al. [19] in the context of ducting within straight
internal waves. In the straight-duct picture, one finds that for
( is the horizontal grazing angle), ducting occurs
and there is no cylindrical spreading, i.e., the cylindrical
spreading term vanishes, and so one sees a ratio between
the trapped (ducted) and horizontally untrapped (cylindrically
spreading) pressures
(19)
where is the source-to-receiver range and is the width of
the duct. This sonar equation/geometry factor reasonably pre-
dicted what was seen in the 1995 SWARM experiment data [2].
We now extend this form to look at the ratio of the higher mode
ducted energy to the lower mode unducted (beam-leaked) en-
ergy. If we look at our 100-Hz example in Section III-A, this is
the ratio of vertical mode 1 to mode 2. Note that in Section III-A
a rigid bottom was used, while a penetrable bottom with sound
speed 1700 m/s and density 1.8 g/cm is used here. If we write
down expressions for the pressure of these modes, we have
(20)
and
(21)
where and are the modal attenuation coefficients.
Taking the ratio of these two expressions, with
and (just to make interpretation easier), we obtain
(22)
We see that the mode 2 ducting “gain” of the should be
counteracted by the exponential decrease in mode 2 by expo-
nential attenuation. Thus, at “sufficiently far range,” the curved
ducting effect could be lost, and only the initial beaming and
refraction of the low modes by the curved duct would be ob-
served. In terms of angular deflection of the energy, the energy
that is ducted by the curved duct over large distances, and thus
would show a large angle deflection, would likely be lost due to
attenuation. Let us put in some numbers for this. Using a normal
mode code to calculate , we see that for 100 Hz and the pa-
rameters used above, , and for 200 Hz,
. If we take 250 m and use
4.7 for all modes, we obtain that (the 6-dB
down point) is at 780 m for 100 Hz and is at 770 m
for 200 Hz. These are rather modest distances. Moreover, these
estimates do not account for the fact that a curved path from
the source to a receiver is always longer than a straight line
(geodesic) path, which can make the curved path up to a factor of
longer for a semicircle. However, on the other hand, it also
does not account for the detailed interferences within the duct,
which can produce focusing regions of high intensity at ranges
greater than one would predict from the preceding sonar equa-
tion (average field) type of argument. This discussion points out
that the curved ducted path can still be energetically significant
compared to a straight line path over a few kilometers, but prob-
ably not much more for the size and strength of internal waves
seen in SW06. However, stronger internal waves and larger
amplitude internal waves (which are often seen elsewhere in the
world’s oceans), could easily make the distances over which
curved paths have appreciable ducted energy larger.
We might also look more closely at the energetics of the
leaking beams. These modal beams are ducted initially, over
about a mode cycle distance, after which they leak out. Thus,
they do not spread like the ducted modes up to about , and
then they spread cylindrically. Thus, past , we have
(23)
which slightly modifies our previous ratio results. We note that
the refraction of the beam upon escape from the duct can also
tighten (focus) the escaping beam slightly, but this is expected
to be a very small effect.
As a final note in this section, before we proceed to the nu-
merical modeling and data results, we discuss what a “more real-
istic” curved duct model would entail, again with the acoustics
in the context of the Weinberg–Burridge formalism. To begin
with, one could use a realistic field, based on data,
numerical models, or a combination of both. From this, one
can create a more detailed field, using the exact model
eigenvalues, as opposed to our perturbation results. From this,
one could find slightly more detailed horizontal model ray tra-
jectories, which certainly have some physical insight, but on a
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Fig. 11. (a) Depth-integrated sound intensity at 100 Hz. (b) Vertical mode 1 intensity. (c) Vertical mode 2 intensity. (d) Vertical slice of sound intensity at
(all dB units are unity source level). Note clear appearance of mode 1 and 2 between ranges 12 and 15 km (in the internal wave duct). Radius of curvature is 45
km here.
more visual basis. However, the tradeoff for this greater com-
putational fidelity and accuracy is a loss of transparency of the
physics, at least in the analytical form sense. With these com-
ments in mind, it is now appropriate to look at the more detailed
numerical model.
We also note that the trajectory of mode coupled beams es-
caping the waveguide can also be described by the ray-mode
calculations, simply by having mode at the cou-
pling interface and then using the modal index of refraction for
after coupling. Given close coupling, these coupled mode
trajectories will cluster in a beam around the adiabatic angle for
. We also note that use of Snell’s law using the local modal
index of refraction describes the paths incident on and refracting
through the internal wave duct boundaries.
IV. NUMERICAL MODELING
In this paper, to handle a realistic ocean case, we employed
a Cartesian 3-D parabolic equation acoustical propagation pro-
gram [20], which is briefly described below, and the reader is
referred to the report for further details. This program employs
the split-step Fourier (SSF) technique [21] to solve the PE for
one-way propagating waves from a monotonic source. The
SSF technique divides propagation over each distance incre-
ment through a heterogeneous sound-speed environment into
step-by-step “free space” propagation through a medium having
a fixed reference wave number, and periodically introduced (at
each step) phase fluctuations consistent with departures from
that fixed speed. The free space propagation is handled in the
wave number domain, and the phase anomalies are introduced
in the spatial domain. Amplitude effects such as absorption are
introduced with the phase anomalies. Thus, each step requires
a 2-D Fourier transform and an inverse 2-D Fourier transform.
Note that the wide angle variant of the propagation operator is
used [22].
A. Sound Ducting—Source Inside Internal Wave Train
Fig. 11 shows images of mode ducting and dispersive refrac-
tion “leaking” created by the numerical model that are quite
striking, as well as visually easy to interpret. We show two ex-
amples here at 100 and 200 Hz. In Fig. 11(a)–(c), we show a
plan view of the depth-integrated total energy, the mode 1 en-
ergy, and the mode 2 energy, respectively, at 100 Hz. We see
both trapping and leakage from the curved duct, as well as the
initial escape of higher angle energy near the source. We also
see that (filtered) mode 1 is not trapped by the curved wave-
guide, but leaks out the higher grazing angle side, as expected.
However, mode 2 is trapped by the curved duct, in accordance
with our theory which predicts that higher modes trap better.
We also see three other effects in Fig. 11(a)–(c). First, the
mode 1 energy that escapes the duct is still tightly beamed,
with an initial beamwidth on the order of the duct size (though
susceptible to cylindrical spreading after that). Second, the
trapped mode 1 energy shows distinct focusing/defocusing
patterns within the horizontal duct. This is due to the horizontal
modal interferences that occur. Finally, the overall curved wave
produces some striking focusing (caustic) and shadow zones,
which will be discussed later.
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Fig. 12. (a) Depth-integrated sound intensity at 200 Hz. (b)–(e) Vertical modes 1–4, respectively. Curvature of radius is 45 km here.
Fig. 13. Shadowing and horizontal Lloyd’s mirror effects seen due to a curved nonlinear internal wave of 40-km radius. (a) Depth-integrated sound intensity at
100 Hz. (b) Vertical slice of sound intensity at (all dB units are unity source level).
We next look at a 200-Hz example, in Fig. 12. Fig. 12(a)
shows the total depth-integrated energy, whereas Fig. 12(b)–(e)
shows filtered modes 1, 2, 3, and 4 (only the first four vertically
trapped modes are shown). The picture is quite similar to the
100-Hz case, only with more modes. It is seen that modes 1 and
2 are untrapped, whereas modes 3 and 4 are trapped. Moreover,
modes 1 and 2 again leak in horizontal beams, and again trapped
modes 3 and 4 show focusing/defocusing along the path. One
can also see, upon close examination, some slight horizontal re-
fraction of the leaking beams, though this is quite small (frac-
tions of a degree). This is the dispersive “rainbowing” of the
leaking energy. The strong acoustic focusing and shadowing re-
gions are again prominent.
B. Shadowing—Source Exterior to a Curved
Internal Wave Train
Numerical examples of this geometry using the waveguide
parameters appropriate to SW06, as discussed above, are pre-
sented in Figs. 13 and 14. Putting a source just outside curved in-
ternal waves of radii 40 and 250 km, one sees very clear shadows
being cast from both the exterior and interior walls of the in-
ternal wave. Moreover, one sees an interesting horizontal inter-
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Fig. 14. Shadowing and horizontal Lloyd’s mirror effects seen due to a curved nonlinear internal wave of 250-km radius. (a) Depth-integrated sound intensity at
100 Hz. (b) Vertical slice of sound intensity at (all dB units are unity source level). Note that both shadowing and ducting are seen.
Fig. 15. Whispering gallery, duct penetration, and shadowing effects seen due to a curved nonlinear internal wave of 200-km radius. (a) Depth-integrated sound
intensity energy at 100 Hz. (b) Vertical slice of sound intensity at (all dB units are unity source level).
ference pattern in the upper portion of the figures, due to the
interference of the direct and reflected waves, an effect called
the “horizontal Lloyd’s mirror” [19]. This shadowing of nearby
sources might indeed be one of the major causes of amplitude
fluctuations seen due to curved nonlinear internal waves. Fig. 14
shows both shadowing and ducting from an outside source.
C. Source Interior to Curved Internal Wave Train
In Fig. 15(a) and (b), we see a plan view and a side view,
respectively, of the field due to a source placed on the interior
of a curved internal wave field ( 40 km). In the plan view
[Fig. 15(a)], most of the acoustic energy through the internal
wave duct penetrates directly until 5-km range where it corre-
sponds to very low grazing angles. At this range, the energy
which is transmitted through the internal wave shows a slightly
scalloped interference pattern due to internal reflections which
are positively or negatively interfering depending on the relative
path length across the duct.
The energy reflected on the interior side of the curved internal
wave forms a whispering gallery effect. Moreover, we see the
horizontal Lloyd’s mirror effect again, as the direct and whis-
pering gallery waves interfere. We also see a strong shadow zone
in between the exterior and interior regions. Fig. 15(b) illustrates
these effects in a vertical plane.
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Fig. 16. Source distant from interior to an internal wave duct. (a) Control case showing the source at the center of the curved duct. (b) Energy penetration when
the source is not at the center (all dB units are unity source level). The radius of the curved nonlinear internal wave is 10 km.
Fig. 16(a) and (b) shows a slightly different geometry for the
“source interior to the internal wave” with the sound source
placed more distant from the highly curved internal wave. In
Fig. 16(a), we show a horizontal view of the source at the center
of a circular internal wave, which is actually a control case.
The sound energy should show circularly symmetric transmis-
sions through the wave, which it does. In Fig. 16(b), we again
see the slightly scalloped pattern of energy penetrating the in-
ternal wave duct, as before, but no interior whispering gallery
rays—this is due to the grazing angles now being too high for
subcritical angle total reflection to occur.
V. SW06 ARRIVAL ANGLES FIELD DATA
To verify that refractive effects occur when sound is trans-
mitted along paths that are roughly parallel to curved (or
straight) packets of nonlinear internal waves, we look at sound
transmitted along such a path in SW06. Fig. 1 shows the geom-
etry of this path with respect to a snapshot of wave activity. A
source called “The Miami Sound Machine” transmitted 100-,
200-, 400-, 800-, and 1600-Hz phase encoded sequences as
part of SW06, and we will consider its transmissions here.
In particular, we will analyze the 200-Hz transmissions here,
received at a joint horizontal line array (HLA) and vertical line
array (VLA). The HLA was oriented close to north/south on the
seafloor with the VLA at the southern end. Sound transmitted
along this path was analyzed by Collis et al. [23] for horizontal
coherence study and further information on the experimental
equipment can be found in that paper.
The center of the HLA was 19.2 km from the source. The
bearing from the array center to the source was 26.2 . With
this along-shelf path geometry, the major internal wave propaga-
tion direction across shelf was very nearly perpendicular to the
acoustic track. If mean or time-dependent curvature of acoustic
paths occurred and was significant, it would be evident as a de-
flection of the apparent source angle from 26.2 , as well as in
intensity fluctuations. Because our paper focuses mainly on an-
gular deflection, and because this should be a more direct indica-
tion of deflection effects than intensity fluctuations, we will look
at angular wander using SW06 HLA time series of the heading
of maximum array gain. We will then correlate this data against
measurements of the internal wave at the receiver site to try to
understand the angular fluctuations observed.
Fig. 17 shows both internal wave and acoustics data over a
three-day time interval. The internal wave activity in Fig. 17(a)
(more fully described below) and the acoustic fluctuations in
Fig. 17(b)–(e) are visually correlated. The results presented in
the panels will first be described in some detail, then they will
be interpreted for ducting and scattering effects.
Fig. 17(a) contains a time series of the highpass filtered
depth profile of vertical water velocity measured with an
acoustic Doppler current profiler (ADCP) moored approxi-
mately midway between the source and the receiver. This time
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Fig. 17. (a) Highpass filtered vertical velocity time series, indicating times of large internal wave activity. (b) Angle which produces the largest horizontal corre-
lation length of the acoustic signal along the array, a good proxy for angular deflection. (c) Horizontal correlation length along the array compared to the acoustic
wavelength. (d) Normalized correlation length/acoustic wavelength. (e) Power in each of the received normal modes (dB re arbitrary reference).
series at representative depth bins clearly shows soliton packet
activity, especially on days 18 and 19.5, which correspond to
the spring tide phase of the tidal cycle. Moreover, the spacing
between the tides shows a rough (on the average) M2 tidal
period of 12.42 h, with some deviation, as noted by Colosi et
al. [24]. This time series is rather typical of Mid-Atlantic Bight
continental shelf internal wave data.
Fig. 17(d) is the master panel from which the results in
Fig. 17(b) and (c) are obtained. The plotted values are the
points where the spatially lagged correlation function of the
complex matched-filter arrival waveforms falls to the value
. The computation method is described in [23].
In Fig. 17(b), we see a time series of the steering angle yielding
the longest horizontal correlation length along the receiving
array (as a function of steering angle) of the arriving acoustic
pulses. For each time, these values refer to the angles of max-
imum correlation length, shown as a function of steering angle
in Fig. 17(d). This angle is a good proxy for the angular deflec-
tion that we wish to examine. Very interestingly, the angular
deflections (from 27 to 31 ) seen during strong internal
wave events are consistent with the 4.7 critical angle limit one
would expect for ducting. Also, we note that on day 19.45 (before
noon August 19, 2006), the array was actually moved along the
seafloor by an internal wave packet, with the apparent bearing
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to the source changing from 27.5 to 29 . It is critical that the
departure of the array shape from rectilinear be included in the
correlation length analysis; the shape changed significantly at
the time of the strong wave packet, and a trend was introduced.
In Fig. 17(c), a time series of the maximum observed cor-
relation length is shown, in units of an acoustic wavelength.
Two values are shown for each analyzed pulse: the maximum
value [from those computed over a wide range of steering an-
gles, shown by color in Fig. 17(d)], and the value looking at
one particular steering angle. It is seen that these numbers have
an average of about 25 wavelengths, in good agreement with the
work of Carey [25]. Also, during periods of strong internal wave
activity, this correlation length decreases significantly, in agree-
ment with what was found numerically by Finette and Oba [4]
and previously found in the limited analysis of Collis et al. [23].
This lends further credence to the possibility that ducting was
one of the mechanisms strongly affecting the acoustic signal.
In Fig. 17(e), we display the power in each of the received
normal modes, obtained by mode filtering at the VLA located
at the end of the HLA. Mode analysis procedures are described
in [23]. This plot shows that internal wave events are generally
accompanied by evidence of mode coupling, i.e., some energy
is lost by mode 1 and is coupled into the higher order modes.
As mode ducting is an adiabatic effect, this shows that some of
the energy is crossing the internal wave crests above the critical
grazing angle. This is not surprising in that the internal waves
seen in SW06, while propagating in the mean approximately per-
pendicular to the acoustic track, have a directional spectrum that
has an angular spread of a few tens of degrees (which includes
curvature effects), as shown in Fig. 4. Thus, when the internal
wave packets cross between the source and the receiver, the
acoustic track can often be at above the critical grazing angle. As
an example, a curved wave with diameter less than or equal to the
source–receiver distance is not an unlikely case for our SW06
data, as 20 km, and the SAR images show many curved
internal wave trains of this diameter or smaller. When such a
wave propagates between the source and the receiver, some mode
coupling will occur. This situation of concurrent refraction and
mode coupling causes complications when applying adiabatic
mode methods [26] and coupled mode methods [27].
A scenario begins to emerge from the data and theory, and
we now present a “first-order guess” as to what the data indi-
cate. To begin with, as suggested by our theory and the data, it
seems unlikely that strongly curved internal waves are ducting
energy to the receiver at high angles compared to the bearing
to the source. Both the modal energetics (coupling) and the rel-
atively narrow directional spectrum of the internal waves seem
contrary to that possibility in SW06. Moreover, large angular de-
flections are rarely seen in the acoustic data, and are more easily
ascribed to mode coupling. (Since our array is not broadside to
the source, mode coupling can produce this angular effect be-
cause of the vertical/horizontal phase trend ambiguity.) Second,
looking at the angular deflection data combined with the correla-
tion length data, it is likely that some ducting is occurring along
the path. This duct can be: 1) a straight line duct, 2) a weakly
curved duct, or 3) a truncated duct [14] and still produce very sim-
ilar effects, i.e., wobble of the apparent source direction by up to
and large amplitude fluctuations. Third and finally, there
Fig. 18. (a) Internal wave event during SW06. (b) Perturbation of the acoustic
mode wave number to the background state at 100 Hz. (c) Critical angle as a
function of mode number.
is evidence of time-variable mode coupling in the data, as seen
by both the mode amplitude time series and also from the fact
that some occasional large angle deflections are seen, which are
not due to curved wave ducting (from our previous arguments.)
This coupling is likely due to incidence angles upon the internal
waves above critical grazing angle, which is supported by the
directional spectrum spread of the internal waves.
This scenario is consistent with our data, but we will not
claim that it is conclusive proof, as there could be other expla-
nations for the data (though we do not readily see such others.)
We think that combining a directional spectrum of nonlinear in-
ternal waves, including curved and truncated waves, which in-
duces both ducting and coupling effects, can produce a rather
large variety of data effects and that the SW06 data set is just a
beginning look at this rich area.
Before leaving the data analysis section, we will consider one
more aspect of the SW06 experimental data which is relevant
to this analysis, namely, the oceanographic data for the water
column and bottom sound-speed profiles. These data show a
large variation in the sizes, shapes, and strengths of the non-
linear internal waves, and also show that the bottom is signif-
icantly penetrable to sound. These two effects will change the
background normal modes from what was used in Section III, as
well as the perturbations of those modes by the internal waves.
To show how a more realistic profile affects the critical angle
calculations presented in (10), we look at a “typical” internal
wave duct from SW06 [Fig. 18(a)], and calculate the modes at
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100 Hz, their eigenvalue perturbations from the background pro-
file, and the critical angle versus mode number that one sees
using the realistic profiles.
Doing this calculation, one obtains the results seen in
Fig. 18(b) and (c). In Fig. 18(b), we show the eigenvalue per-
turbation as a function of time due to a real internal wave. We
see that the perturbation time series follows the wave transit for
each mode, as expected. More interesting is the critical angle
for each mode, shown in Fig. 18(c), which varies from 3.2
to 6.8 . This is somewhat more variability in angle than seen
in our “canonical waveguide” example, though the average
number is about the same. Also, we see that the critical angle
increases for the first three modes, but then decreases and
flattens out (to about 4.8 ) for modes 4 and 5. This is likely due
to these higher modes most strongly feeling the effect of the
penetrable bottom, which the low modes do not.
Thus, we see that for an exact description of the ducting ef-
fects, the more realistic ocean and bottom models should be con-
sidered. Also, this last calculation used a “typical” nonlinear in-
ternal wave from SW06, but it is well known that the internal
waves vary even within a wave train, as well as with space
and time. The bottom also varies spatially. Thus, it would not
be amiss to eventually consider a more statistical look at the
ducting behavior of the modes in shallow-water internal waves.
This will be pursued in a future paper.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
In concluding this paper, we will look at the three viewpoints
that we examined the ducting effects from, i.e., theory, numer-
ical models, and experimental data. We will briefly state what
we have accomplished, but more importantly, examine what yet
needs to be done to fully understand curved wave ducting phe-
nomena. This is a rich area, and has more depth than one paper
could cover.
Regarding theory, we have endeavored to show, in the con-
text of simple perturbation theory and a canonical ocean model,
how the physics of trapping and leaking of acoustic energy from
curved nonlinear internal waves works. In terms of things that
still need more work, we would point to two items. First, there
are the “whispering gallery” modes, in which the sound interacts
only with the exterior walls. Second, there is theory that should
be developed for full wave trains, not just the “single duct” that
we considered in the paper. Wave trains, which have (for in-
stance) rank ordering in size, can show additional trapping and
leaking effects in addition to the (basic) case that we showed in
this paper.
In terms of numerical models, we have been able to show
rather clearly the acoustic effects of single ducts, to match the
theory we presented here. However, the models can handle more
complex environments, and that is where we should be going
with them. In addition to wave trains (as mentioned above), we
should also be looking at realistic 3-D internal wave fields based
on data. This would allow us to get at the scattering statistics (for
intensity, arrival angle, etc.) that we will see in the data.
As to data, the SW06 data were able to give us a very good
look at the oceanography of the curved internal waves, so that
we can create very good input for the acoustics calculations.
The acoustics data, while unique and showing some of the ef-
fects we discussed in this paper, were not adequate to unam-
biguously describe all of the effects we discussed. This is for
the simple reason that the experiment was not designed com-
pletely around the goals of this paper: the horizontal/vertical
array had many other purposes to accomplish. Thus, we did not
have the array completely broadside to the acoustic path (which
would have made the angular deflection signal unambiguous,
even in the presence of mode coupling), nor did we concentrate
all our oceanography measurements along the acoustic track we
discussed. We also could have placed point receivers to look at
shadowing effects, etc. These are things that we might consider
doing in future experiments.
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